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Abstract Interleukin-1β (IL-1β) is an important cytokine
in the immune system. Mammalian and avian IL-1βs share
only 31-35% sequence identity, and the function of avian
IL-1βs is less well understood by comparison. Although
chicken and mammalian IL-1βs have similar tertiary
structures, these ILs differ significantly with respect to
receptor activation. Analysis of the structures and sequen-
ces of IL-1βs reveals that the major differences lie in loops.
Modeling docking of chicken IL-1β to its receptor reveals
that these variable loops are critical for receptor binding.
Molecular dynamics simulations of the IL-1βs reveal
significant changes in the dynamic range of motion upon
receptor binding. Loops 3 and 9 of the unbound chicken IL-
1β had greater fluctuations compared with the other loops.
Upon binding, the flexibility of these loops, which directly
contact the receptor, markedly decreases. Taken together,
these results suggest that receptor binding leads to not only
favorable enthalpy but also lower conformational entropy.
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Introduction

Interleukin-1 (IL-1) is an important proinflammatory
cytokine linked to host defense in the innate immune
system [1, 2]. The IL-1 family comprises two receptor

agonists, IL-1α and IL-1β, and a specific antagonist, IL-1
receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra) [1]. In humans, the biological
properties of IL-1, especially IL-1β, are well studied [3–7].
IL-1β is produced by macrophages, monocytes, neutro-
phils, hepatocytes and other cells [2] and has been shown to
mediate autoinflammatory diseases [8]. In both mammalian
and avian cells, IL-1β can enhance production of immune-
related molecules, such as adrenocorticotropin, nitric oxide,
acute-phase proteins, cytokines and chemokines, and thus
trigger an immune response [9–12]. More recently, IL-1β
has been considered as a potential therapeutic target for the
treatment of pain in animals and humans [13].

Three-dimensional (3D) structures of human and murine
IL-1βs have been determined by X-ray crystallography
[14–16]. These two structures share high sequence identity
(72%) and a similar structural fold [14], comprising 12-14
β-strands and 1-2 α-helices. The β-strands form an
antiparallel β-barrel, with a shallow open face at one end
and a closed face at the other. Recently, IL-1βs from avian
species (chicken, duck, goose, turkey and pigeon) have
been cloned and characterized [11, 17]. The sequence
identity among avian species is more than 78%. However,
the avian and mammalian IL-1βs share only 31-35%
sequence identity (Fig. 1). The most highly conserved
residues in the avian and mammalian IL-1βs are located in
β-strands, implying that the secondary structural elements
in IL-1βs are highly conserved. In addition, IL-1βs from
avian species contain an insertion of five amino acid
residues (PRGPR) at positions 53-57. Residues in this
region of human IL-1β are reportedly critical for receptor
binding [18]. Other receptor binding sites in human IL-1β,
highlighted in gray in Fig. 1, are highly conserved among
mammals but are quite different compared to avian IL-1βs.
On the other hand, species cross-reactivity shows that
chicken IL-1β only weakly activates the receptor on murine
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thymocytes and that human and murine IL-1βs do not
activate the receptor on chicken thymocytes [19]. These
results suggest that IL-1βs from avians and mammals
activate their receptors in a highly species-specific manner.

To understand the role and significance of heterologous
IL-1βs, we compared structural properties of chicken IL-1β
with those of murine and human IL-1βs. Additionally,
molecular docking and molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations were used to explore receptor binding of chicken IL-
1β. We anticipate this study will expand our understanding
of IL-1β function in the immunological response.

Methods

Structural comparison of mammalian and avian IL-1βs

Protein sequences were retrieved from ExPASy Molecular
Biology Server (http://ca.expasy.org/) and aligned with the
aid of ClustalW (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw) [20]. The
crystal structures of murine IL-lβ (PDB entry 2MIB, 2.8Å
resolution) [14] and human IL-lβ (PDB entry 9ILB, 2.28Å
resolution) [15] were superimposed with the chicken IL-lβ
structure (PDB entry 2WRY, 1.58Å resolution) (unpub-
lished data) using Swiss-PdbViewer v3.6 [21] and Discov-
ery Studio 2.0 (Accelrys Inc., San Diego, CA). The

backbone atomic root mean square deviation (rmsd) values
were also measured. Hydrogen bond (HB) networks were
generated using HB plot (http://www.virtuadrug.com/
hbplot) [22]. PyMOL was used for molecular visualization
and representation of the electrostatic potential surface map
[23, 24].

Molecular modeling and receptor docking of chicken IL-1β

Homology modeling was used to construct a 3D model for
the structure of the extracellular domain of chicken type I
IL-1 receptor (IL-1R type I) using the structure of human
IL-1R type I (PDB entry 1ITB) as the template [18]. Protein
sequences were aligned using ClustalW [20], with 35%
sequence identity and an E-value of 2e-52, and the
molecular model was generated using Modeller 6v2 [25–
27]. The initial model was optimized using the CHARMM
[28] force-field and a steepest descent minimization
protocol in the Discovery Studio software. Protein second-
ary structure was assigned by DSSP [29] and STRIDE [30].
Structure validation was performed by PROCHECK v.3.5.4
[31], ProQ (http://www.sbc.su.se/~bjornw/ProQ/) [32] and
MetaMQAPII (https://genesilico.pl/toolkit/) [33].

The chicken IL-1β structure was docked to IL-1R type I
using PatchDock [34] docking program. The program
automatically docks IL-1β into the active site of IL-1R

Fig. 1 Multiple sequence alignment for mammalian and avian IL-βs.
The sequences of the mature forms of IL-1βs were retrieved from
ExPASy, and their accession numbers are indicated in parentheses.
Identical (*), conserved (:) and semi-conserved (.) residues are
identified. Residues directly involved in receptor binding are shaded

in gray, and their interaction with the receptor is denoted as via
hydrogen-bonding (bold) or salt bridge (underline). The locations of
β-strands and α-helices are indicated by arrows and cylinders,
respectively
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type I in all possible orientations. Using the PatchDock
algorithm, the geometric hashing and pose-clustering
matching techniques were applied to match the shape, and
the clustering rmsd was set to 4.0Å. The best-ranked 30
docked poses were evaluated and visually inspected. The
pose with the most favorable energy and the lowest rmsd
value compared to human IL-1R type I–IL-1β complex was
selected as our model for the complex, and was further
refined by MD simulations.

MD simulations for the IL-1β–IL-1R type I complex

Chicken IL-1β and IL-1R type I in both free and
complexed forms were used for the simulation studies
using the Gromacs 3.3 package [35]. All missing hydrogen
atoms were added using the GROMOS96 43a1 force field
[36]. Water molecules in the crystal structure were retained
for the simulation. Starting structures in the free or
complexed forms were individually immersed into a
rectangular box containing pre-equilibrated single-point
charge water models [37] with 12Å as the shortest distance
between the box edge and the solutes. This resulted in
~9,500 water molecules in the simulation box for chicken
IL-1β, ~23,000 waters for IL-1R type I alone and the IL-1R
type I–IL-1β complex. To achieve electro-neutrality,
single–point charge water molecules were randomly
replaced with eight and six sodium ions (Na+) for IL-1R
type I and the IL-1R type I–IL-1β complex, respectively,
and with two chloride ions (Cl–) for free IL-1β.

The MD simulations began with steepest descent energy
minimization for 100 ps to relax any steric conflicts in the
initial systems. Subsequently, MD simulations were per-
formed using decreasing positional restraints in order to
equilibrate the systems. After equilibration, all systems
were simulated over 7 ns in the isobaric-isothermal
ensemble (the NpT ensemble) using periodic boundary
conditions. The temperature was maintained by coupling

the protein, solvent, and counter-ions to a reference
temperature bath at 300 K with a coupling constant τt of
0.1 ps [38]. The pressure was controlled using Berendsen's
weak-coupling algorithm set at one atmosphere pressure
with a coupling constant τp of 0.5 ps [38]. Lennard-Jones
interactions were truncated at a cut-off distance of 12Å.
Long-range electrostatic interactions were modeled using
the particle mesh Ewald algorithm [39]. The linear
constraint solver (LINCS) algorithm was used to restrain
all bond lengths [40]. The integration time step was 2 fs,
and the coordinates of individual systems were collected
every 0.5 ps during the production runs. For the complex
structure, ten snapshots taken randomly from the final 3 ns
of the production run were used to analyze the protein-
protein interactions using Discovery Studio and LIGPLOT
v.4.0 software [41].

Results and discussion

Comparison of mammalian and avian crystal structures

According to previous results from a species cross-
activation study [19], chicken and mammalian IL-1βs
exhibit significantly different bioactivities on thymocytes.
The 3D structure of chicken IL-1β was first compared to
that of human and murine IL-1βs (Fig. 2). These structures
share a very similar structural fold, with rmsd values for
chicken IL-1β compared to human and murine IL-1βs are
4.20Å and 4.02Å, respectively. The antiparallel β-strands
show especially good superimposition, although close
examination reveals significant differences in the N- and
C-termini and in loops 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9. Loop 3 (residues
34-44) in chicken IL-1β is of similar length to the
equivalent loop in each of the other two IL-1βs, but the
structures do not superimpose well. Human IL-1β has a
short helical segment in this region that is not present in

Fig. 2 Cartoon representation of structural comparison among IL-
1βs. The structures of chicken (blue), mouse (red), and human (green)
IL-1βs are superimposed and presented in stereo. β-strands are

numbered sequentially and represented by twisted arrows. The N-
terminus (N) and C-terminus (C) are indicated. Loops connecting β-
strands are named according to which strands they connect
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chicken IL-1β. The sequence PSSS (residues 38-41) in
avian species differs from that in mammalian sequences,
which likely explains the structural difference. Loop 4
(residues 54-65) exhibits considerable conformational
variability; indeed chicken IL-1β has five additional
residues inserted here that extend the length of Loop 4.
This insertion alters the conformation and increases the
local rmsd value. Of particular interest is the conforma-
tion of residues 94-109 (loops 7 and 8) in chicken IL-1β.
In this region, chicken IL-1β has a distinctly different
structure, with an additional β-strand and a longer helical

segment. Comparing the sequences in Fig. 1, mammalian
IL-1βs have a highly conserved sequence between
residues 96 and 106 of P(K/N)XYPK(K/R)(K/N)MEK,
which is not found in chicken IL-1β. Two unique proline
residues (Pro96 and Pro100) in mammalian IL-1βs
probably contribute the differences in this loop region.
All of the regions of differences lie at identified binding
sites for human IL-1β [42]; it is therefore likely that these
two IL-1βs bind to their respective receptors via distinct
interactions.

Molecular modeling of chicken IL-1R type I

To gain insight into the mechanism by which chicken IL-
1β binds to its receptor, a 3D structural model for chicken
IL-1R type I was constructed by homology modeling of the
chicken sequence based on a known structure of human IL-
1R type I. The folding of the extracellular domain of
chicken IL-1R type I is similar to that of the human
receptor [18, 43]. Chicken IL-1R type I has three well-
defined immunoglobulin-like domains: domain 1 (residues
1-96), domain 2 (residues 97-201) and domain 3 (residues
202-310). All domains are predominantly β-strand, as they

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the structure of chicken IL-1R
type I. (a) A ribbon representation of the 3D structure and a topology
diagram of chicken IL-1R type I are shown, with the three domains
indicated. Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges across the protein-protein
interface are denoted as black circles and triangles, respectively. (b)
Sequence alignment for the human and chicken receptors. The
location of the domains and linker regions are labeled in the figure.
Gray shading indicates residues that are directly involved in the
binding of IL-1β. Residues involved in hydrogen bonds and salt
bridges with IL-1β are indicated by bold and underlined letters,
respectively. Rectangle box indicates residues that are involved in the
inter-domain contacts. Identical (*), conserved (:) and semi-conserved
(.) residues are also identified

Fig. 4 Surface maps of human
and chicken IL-1R type Is.
Nonpolar aliphatic residues
(green), aromatic residues
(magenta), polar uncharged
residues (yellow), positively
charged residues (blue), and
negatively charged residues
(red) of human IL-1R type I that
are directly involved in interac-
tions with IL-1β are shown.
Amino acids of chicken IL-1R
type I at the corresponding
positions in the human receptor,
based on the sequence
alignment, are also shown

R
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form a 7-strand β-barrel (Fig. 3). Domain l has a less highly
ordered tertiary structure, and an HB plot reveals that
indeed domain 1 has fewer HBs (data not shown).
Compared to human IL-1R type I, domain 3 in chicken
IL-1R type I is rotated outward by approximately 24°.
Superposition of these two IL-1R type I structures yields a
backbone rmsd value of 3.67Å. The first linker between
domains 1 and 2 is conservatively substituted but it is not
for the second linker (Fig. 3b). The residues involved in the
domain-domain interactions are mostly conserved substi-
tuted, as shown with a rectangle box in Fig. 3b, but minor
differences still can be seen at positions 15, 20, 57, 103,
124, and 187. These differences during the model con-
struction probably alter flexibility among the domains.
Validation of the chicken IL-1R structure using PRO-
CHECK revealed that more than 98% of the amino acids
had conformations that lie in allowed regions of the
Ramachandran plot. The exceptions were Thr44, Ile61,
Asp129 and Asp148; all of these residues are located in

flexible turn or loop regions, which may increase the
uncertainty in their positioning in the molecular model.
ProQ and MetaMQAPII were also used to make an
integrative assessment of the structure quality. The results
show that LGscore of ProQ is 2.005 and GDT_TS of
MetaMQAPII is 46.855, which indicates that our model is a
fairly good model and has properly folded.

Previous studies have shown that human IL-1R type I
has two conserved binding sites for IL-1β [18]. Site A lies
at the junction between domains 1 and 2, and site B is on
the face of domain 3 (Fig. 4). As is the case for human and
chicken IL-1βs, the amino acid sequence at the binding
sites of human IL-1R type I differ from those in chicken IL-
1R type I. In site A, the human receptor has eight positively
charged and five negatively charged residues that interact
with IL-1β. In contrast, the corresponding site in the
chicken receptor has only four positively charged but six
negatively charged residues. The distribution of these
charged residues also differs between the receptors.
Additionally, the human site A has 16 non-polar aliphatic
and four aromatic residues, whereas the chicken site A has
18 non-polar aliphatic and three aromatic residues. At site
B, the main difference between the human and chicken
receptors lies in the positively charged and aromatic
residues: the human receptor has two positively charged
residues whereas the chicken receptor has none, and the
chicken receptor has two tyrosines and two phenylalanines
whereas the human receptor has only one aromatic residue
(tyrosine).

Fig. 6 Contact map for the IL-1β–IL-1R type I complex. Residues
directly involved in contacts, hydrogen bonds, and salt bridges across
the protein-protein interface are indicated. The locations of secondary
structural elements in IL-1β and IL-1R type I are denoted along the

axes by arrows (β-strands) and rectangles (α-helices). The three
domains of IL-1R type I are indicated in light gray (domain 1), black
(domain 2) and white (domain 3)

Fig. 5 Structural model of IL-1β binding to its receptor, IL-1R type I.
(a) Ribbon representation of the IL-1β–IL-1R type I complex, with
the three domains of IL-1R type I labeled in different colors. (b) The
receptor-bound complex of IL-1β (ribbon representation) and IL-1R
type I (surface model) showing the residues involved in protein-
protein interactions in IL-1β (sticks) and IL-1R type I (colored
surfaces). Binding sites A and B in the receptor are also indicated. (c)
Hydrogen bonds across the binding interface, labeled and represented
as blue dashed lines. (d) Electrostatic potential surface map showing
charge-charge interactions and the specific residues involved in salt
bridges

R
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Molecular docking of chicken IL-1β to its receptor, IL-1R
type I

The chicken IL-1β structure was docked to its receptor, IL-
1R type I, to investigate potential binding modes (Fig. 5a).
The chicken receptor has three domains that can wrap
around IL-1β—similar to the model proposed for the
human IL-1β–IL-1R type I complex [18]. The surface area
of the binding interface is approximately 5,500Å2, calcu-
lated using UCSF Chimera [44] software. Like the human
receptor, chicken IL-1R type I contains the binding sites A
and B that make close contacts with IL-1β (Fig. 5b); the
residues involved in these protein-protein interactions are
shown in Fig. 6. The positions of these residues in chicken
IL-1β and receptor are similar in 3D space to those in
human, but there are substantial differences in the types of
amino acids involved (Fig. 1, Fig. 3b, gray-highlighted
residues). In site A, the non-polar residues of chicken IL-1β
at F15, I17, V23, L24, V31, L33, L35, L137 and L159
form a hydrophobic patch that interacts with hydrophobic
residues in the receptor (Fig. 5b). These highly conserved
hydrophobic residues in avian IL-1βs are evenly distrib-
uted over the surface of domains 1 and 2. Compared to
the chicken IL-1β–IL-1R type I complex structure, fewer
hydrophobic interactions are observed in the human IL-
1β–IL-1R type I complex, and most of these occur at the
interface of domain 2 and IL-1β [18]. In addition, eight
residues (positions 18, 19, 25, 34, 36, 39, 40, and 138)
form HBs with the receptor (Fig. 5c, blue dashed lines).
These residues are located mainly at the junction of
domains 1 and 2, and this is similar to what is observed
for human IL-1β [18]. However, these residues are con-
served among avians (Fig. 1) but are quite different compared
to mammalian IL-1βs. Of particular note is the negatively
charged residue (Glu25) in chicken IL-1β that forms a critical
salt bridge with Lys84 of the receptor (Fig. 5d); a similar
interaction occurs in the human complex, but the polarity of
the salt bridge is reversed [18]. Residues in β-strands β1, β2,
β3, and β14 and in loops 1, 3, 9, and 11 in chicken IL-1β are
able to make close contacts with the N-terminal regions of
domains 1 and 2 of the receptor, thereby stabilizing these
areas.

Five residues (F12, I48, L50, M65 and L113) of chicken
IL-1β engage in hydrophobic interactions with the receptor
site B. The distribution of these non-polar residues is more
crowded than that in human IL-1β (Fig. 5b). According to
sequence alignment (Fig. 1), all of these residues are
conserved in avian IL-1βs. In addition, chicken IL-1β has
three residues (Arg8, Arg52 and Arg54) that form salt
bridges with receptor site B (Fig. 5d). Three salt bridges, at
residues Ala5 (amine group), Glu60 and Lys102 of human
IL-1β, are found in this region [18], but the polarity of one
salt bridge is reversed (Glu60-Lys298). This indicates that

electrostatic interactions and the locations of the charged
residues involved at the interface of IL-1β and receptor
help stabilize the complex. In addition, human and chicken
IL-1βs have similar HB networks at the interfaces of their
respective receptors.

MD simulations

To assess the quality of the MD simulations, we examined
the rmsd values of all heavy atoms during the production

Fig. 7 Rmsd values (a) and potential energies (b) for chicken IL-1R
type I and IL-1β in the free and complexed forms, plotted as a
function of molecular dynamics simulation time
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runs of the chicken IL-1β, the IL-1R type I, and the IL-1β–
receptor complex (Fig. 7a). The results show that during the
first 4 ns, the rmsd values have sizeable variations, with the
receptor showing the greatest variation; thereafter, however,
they reach equilibrium and remain stable. This indicates
that the coordinates of the receptor have the largest atomic
deviations. In addition, potential energies over the course of
the MD simulations indicate that all simulated systems are
stable (Fig. 7b); thus, three systems have converged to an
equilibrium state in the simulations, and the final 3 ns can
be used for the trajectory analysis.

The root mean square fluctuation (rmsf) for each residue
was calculated for both free and receptor-bound IL-1β
(Fig. 8). Lower rmsf values were observed in the secondary
structural elements, indicating that these regions have
smaller atomic fluctuations. Most of the residues in the
receptor were stabilized upon association with IL-1β,
except for Asn130, Asp148, Lys149 and Arg150, for which
rmsf values were greater than 2.9 Å—these residues are not
close to the binding sites and lie in loops, thus having fewer
HB constraints to limit their flexibility. The receptor
residues directly involved in interactions with IL-1β
(denoted by + in Fig. 8) have clearly lower rmsf values.
On the other hand, the receptor in the unassociated form
has lower average rmsf values at the conserved participat-
ing junction residues (1.66Å) and the linker between
domains 1 and 2 (1.88Å), where the average rmsf value
for entire protein is 2.29Å. However, the non-
conservatively substituted linker between domains 2 and 3
has a higher rmsf value of 2.50Å. This indicates that,

during model construction, non-conserved residue substitu-
tion at domain interface can affect protein flexibility. To
visualize structural fluctuations, a “sausage” diagram is
used to demonstrate the range of observed motions during
simulation trajectories (Fig. 9a), and a thicker sausage tube
denotes a more mobile region. In the free form of IL-1R
type I, increased mobility is observed in three regions,
labeled A, B, and C in Fig. 9a,b. Regions A and C are at the
edge of two binding sites, and these regions have fewer
constraints. The average all-atom rmsd values of regions A
and C in the unassociated form are 7.27Å and 9.55Å,
respectively, which are higher than that of the entire protein
(6.38Å). Region B is located at the junction between
domains 2 and 3—this may serve as a “hinge” to control
the opening or closing of these domains. The average rmsd
value for this region is 6.02Å. Upon IL-1β binding, the
range of motions in the entire receptor appears to decrease,
especially at the binding sites, indicating that interactions
with IL-1β can significantly alter the mobility of residues
internal to the receptor.

For IL-1β, the rmsf values in both the free and receptor-
bound forms appear to be lower than those in the receptor,
implying that IL-1β has relatively smaller atomic fluctua-
tions compared to the receptor (Fig. 8b). Lower rmsf values
are mostly observed in the secondary structural elements
due to HB constraints. Loops 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 in free IL-
1β have greater rmsf values and atomic fluctuations. Upon
binding to the receptor, rmsf values for IL-1β increase
slightly, particularly for residues 55-61, 84 and 85; these
nine residues have the largest rmsf values (>2.0Å).

Fig. 8 Rmsf values as a function of amino acid sequence for IL-1R
type I (a) and IL-1β (b) in the free (unassociated) and complexed
(associated) forms. The locations of secondary structural elements in
IL-1β and IL-1R type I are denoted along the x-axis by arrows (β-

strands) and rectangles (α-helices). Residues involved in interactions
across the binding interface are indicated: close contacts (crosses),
hydrogen bonds (circles), and salt bridges (triangles). The three
domains of IL-1R type I are labeled in different colors
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Fig. 9 Structural representation of MD simulations of the IL-1β–IL-
1R type I complex. (a) A “sausage” view illustrates the observed
range of motions during simulations. The coordinates of individual
systems were collected every 10 ps during the final 3 ns of simulation
and overlaid using Molmol [47]. The thickness of the backbone
reflects the mobility of the region. The most mobile regions in the
unassociated form of chicken IL-1R type I are indicated by dashed red

circles. (b) MD trajectories of rmsd values of three mobile regions (A,
B and C). A rmsd plot calculated with all-atoms is present, where the
gray line represents the unassociated form, and the dark line represents
the associated form. (c) Human IL-1R type I complexed with three
different interacting ligands: the IL-1R type I agonist IL-1β, the
antagonist IL-1Ra, and antagonist AF10847. IL-1R type I domains 1,
2 and 3 are shown in green, red and yellow, respectively
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Residues 55-61 (GPRGSAG) in loop 4 have fewer
restraints in the crystal structure, and after receptor binding
most of these residues do not participate in interactions with
receptor; the three G residues in this sequence probably
enhance mobility. A similar phenomenon is seen for
residues 84 and 85. Upon receptor binding, residues in
IL-1β loops 3 and 9 have decreased rmsf values, as
indicated by a thicker sausage tube for the polypeptide
chain in Fig. 9a. Our docking results show that these two
loops may be involved in receptor binding. Upon binding to
receptor, these loops help to constrain the movement of
segments in the receptor, effectively decreasing the recep-
tor’s internal mobility. Moreover, these loops have two
unique proline residues (Pro38 and Pro116) in avian IL-
1βs. Although these two residues do not interact with the
receptor, they probably have the different effect of loop
flexibility compared with mammalian IL-1βs. A similar
phenomenon is seen for Pro139. Other residues that make
contact with the receptor have lower rmsf values (thinner
tubes in Fig. 9). This indicates that interactions between IL-
1β and IL-1R type I require favorable contacts (enthalpic
component) and a decrease in conformational flexibility
upon complex formation (entropic component) [45].

In the human IL-1β–IL-1R type I complex (Fig. 9c), the
receptor must have substantial flexibility, especially in
regions A, B and C, to accommodate ligands such as IL-
1β [18] and peptide AF10847 [46]. Upon binding of
human IL-1β, the conformation of the entire receptor
changes significantly, thereby promoting the binding of
the IL-1R type I accessory protein and activating signal
transduction from the receptor [43]. Human IL-1Ra, an IL-
1 receptor–specific antagonist, is also capable of interacting
with human IL-1R type I [43]. Although IL-1Ra and IL-1β
have similar structures, IL-1Ra is unable to induce the
marked conformational changes in receptor domain 3,
which are necessary for receptor activation, due to limited
favorable contacts. This inhibits the association of the IL-
1R type I accessory protein with the IL-1β–IL-1R type I
complex for triggering the IL-1β-mediated immune re-
sponse. Therefore, dynamic properties and favorable con-
tacts at the IL-1β binding sites play an indispensable role in
IL-1 biological function.

Conclusions

Although the crystal structure of chicken IL-1β shows that
this IL has a similar tertiary structure to mammalian IL-1βs,
close examination reveals significant differences in the
structures of the N-terminus and certain loop regions. These
variable regions have been shown to be critical for receptor
binding. Results from ligand-receptor docking simulations
indicate that chicken IL-1β binds to its receptor in a manner

similar to that proposed for the human IL-1β–IL-1R type I
complex. Amino acids within the regions that bind to the
receptor are very different between chicken and human IL-
1βs. Antisera against chicken IL-1β has been shown to
neutralize IL-1βs from other avian species but not those
from mammals [11]. The variable loops, therefore, may
contribute to a wide variety of species-specific binding and
cellular activities. Our MD simulations show that chicken
IL-1R type I exhibits significantly different dynamic
properties before and after IL-1β binding. We therefore
hypothesize that, in the unliganded form, the receptor must
have substantial flexibility so that it may alter its confor-
mation to accommodate IL-1β binding. After IL-1β
binding, the receptor’s intrinsic mobility diminishes, there-
by ensuring a tight interaction with the ligand. Finally,
because IL-1β function is critical to innate immunity,
protein engineering based on IL-1β structural information
may yield a modified IL-1β having potential therapeutic
applications for the treatment of pain in animals and
humans.
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